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ABSTRACT

The present article represents a mini-review and a reflective essay concerning modern medical education methods, as well as ways to adapt them to medical education’s local conditions (disciplines), including basic medical sciences. We introduced Gagné’s theory of learning and other theories – Constructivist, Experiential, and Humanistic – followed by Dennik’s “twelve tips” for effective learning and Harden’s ten questions for curriculum development. Outcome-based education (OBE) was discussed and related to relevant concepts within Miller’s pyramid and Bloom’s taxonomy. Harden’s SPICES model was emphasized concerning education strategies while discussing the assessment of learning (AoL), assessment as learning (AaL), and assessment for learning (AfL). Finally, the authors advise exploring the adaptation of modern education methods for a specific discipline of basic medical sciences – Human Anatomy – by incorporating the above-mentioned concepts and integrating different AfL and AaL assessment tools while conveying a graphical concept map for this scenario.

Introduction

Gagné (1965) pioneered the “conditions of learning” theory and recommended that each teacher’s instruction should have nine ingredients: gain learners’ attention, share objectives with learners, activate prior knowledge, present learning material, provide guidance, elicit practice, convey feedback, assess performance, and enhance retention and knowledge transfer [1, 2]. Dennik (2012) debated that the overarching worlds of views about how learning happens –
Constructivist/Experimental, Behaviorist, and Humanistic – possess common elements which could guide teaching-learning practices. Den-nik’s “twelve tips” require activating prior learning, consolidating existing knowledge, promoting social constructs, deploying active learning, reflecting on learning, providing relevant experience, and promoting self-assessment. Furthermore, it mandates to amass mental models and practical skills, engage in hypothesis-testing and action-planning, respect-accommodate learners’ needs, and rapport with them [3]. In 1986, Harden developed a “ten-questions” approach for a curriculum development to identify learning needs, define outcomes, choose and organize educational contents, pick educational strategies, select teaching methods, design assessment, organize curriculum communication, exploit the environment, and manage the curriculum. Moreover, he also created a “design-down process” from exit outcomes to phase, course, and lesson outcomes [4].

Outcome-based education (OBE) relates to Miller’s pyramid, Bloom’s taxonomy, and the SMART method. In 1990, Miller proposed a hierarchical framework for assessing learners; knowledge is at the very bottom (leaner knows), then competence (knows how), performance (shows how), and action (does) [5]. Nevertheless, With-eridge (2019) argued that Miller’s pyramid-related assessment tools, e.g., OSCE/OSPE, had limitations concerning accessing diagnostic reasoning; therefore, they proposed a revised pyramid which integrates cognitive skills, including diagnostic reasoning [6]. In 1956, Bloom developed three hierarchical models to classify learning objectives into three domains: cognitive, affective, and sensory [7]. Bloom’s cognitive domain – which relates to Miller’s pyramid – has a six-tier hierarchy of low-to-high order cognitive skills (knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation) [8]. On the other hand, the SMART method aims at well-defined learning outcomes (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and time-bound) [8, 9].

In terms of the curriculum contents, it mandates three phases: before (prerequisites), during, and after (future learning), whereas teaching methods should correspond to high-retention rates within the learning pyramid, via which it is possible to progress from passive to active learning and from visual-auditory to kinesthetic learning experience (Figure 1). [4, 10]. In 1984, Harden pioneered the SPICES model for educational strategy, which refers to six elements, and each has a continuum, including student/teacher-centered, problem/information-based, integrated/discipline-based, community/hospital-based, electives/standard program, and systematic/apprenticeship-based [11].

Learning assessment can be challenging, and teachers visualize it from learning outcomes to teaching activities to assessment via constructive alignment; in contrast, students’ perspective is reversed [4, 5]. Instructive alignment relates to the “golden triangle” – objectives, assessments, and instructional methods promote educational outcomes [8]. Archetypally, assessment was an evaluation “of” learning (AoL); however, a programmatic assessment should be “for”/“as” learning (Afl and AaL) to steer learners towards maximum potential by evaluating learning dimensions to optimize learning and educational decision-making [4, 5, 12]. Schuwirth (2011) demanded novel psychometric models and human judgment for robust assessment; he also emphasized an “N:N relationship” instead of a “1:1 relationship” with regard to assessment instruments, i.e., an assessment tool should map, or inform on, more than one competency domain [13]. Afl evaluates competencies and identifies gaps and confusions; it can be diagnostic (map prerequisites), formative (guide-maintain regular learning), and summative, while AaL requires meta-
cognition with learners critically analyzing new information, relating it to their prior knowledge and experience, and investing it for future learning and practical application [14].

Harden and Laidlow (2012) emphasized assessment "as" learning by introducing the FAIR principles (Figure 2), in which a teacher should incorporate feedback to learners, conduct active learning, individualize the learning process according to learner's needs and abilities, and ensure relevant learning; these principles evaluate learners’ competencies and deficiencies, identify best learners, motivate others, and promote teacher’s competence [12]. In fact, FAIR's most challenging element is the individualization principle which relates to Guttman's scale according to which students vary in terms of their abilities to learn or to solve simple to complex problems[15]. AfL and AaL should accompany each tier of Miller's pyramid; educators must use factual tests (knowledge), clinical-based tests (competence), controlled environment tests (performance), and real-life tests or scenarios (action) [5, 6]. Practical assessments include OSCE/OSPE, MINI-CEX, 360-degrees assessment, and Portfolios, while written forms, addressing lower tiers of Miller's pyramid, include MCQs, true/false questions, matching/extended-matching, fill in the blanks, short-answer, and essay questions; nonetheless, each has advantages and disadvantages [14]. In 2010, Cook conveyed "twelve tips" for the holistic evaluation of educational programs – his third tip stresses the difference between assessment and educational program evaluation [16].

In 2003, Hutchinson debated that good educators can optimally maneuver their educational environment, while the environment and learners' interaction determine learners' motivations, tasks perception, and relevance. Thus, educators should maximize the physical environment and ensure adequate spacing-seating, comfortable climate, minimizing distractions/noise, and utilize audiovisual equipment [17, 18]. Learners' motivation is pivotal, and it relates to the educational environment and Maslow's hierarchy of needs – physiological needs (base), safety, belonging, self-esteem, and self-actualization (top) (Figure 3) [19].

As far as adopting modern medical education methods and techniques to a specific disci-
pline is concerned – human anatomy in the case of the present paper – the authors recommend implementing Harden’s “ten questions”, Gagné’s recommendations on teachers’ instructions, and OBE in congruence with Miller’s pyramid and Bloom’s taxonomy while utilizing the SMART and SPICES models customized for each institution’s requisites (Figure 4). Furthermore, medical educators can aim for programmatic AfL and AaL by integrating FAIR principles and optimum maneuvering of the physical elements of the educational environment in accordance with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Nevertheless, anatomy teachers may still experience difficulties within the holistic education process, due to the fact that anatomy is an intricate subject which mandates phasic assessment (diagnostic, formative, and summative) and multi-mapping (N:N) of the competency domains, including theoretical and clinically-oriented knowledge, three-dimensional anatomical appreciation, cadaveric dissection or its virtual simulation, as well as cognitive-diagnostic reasoning in the clinical context. For instance, combining demonstrator-assisted cadaveric dissection with virtual simulations of anatomical models in our instructional design of teaching applied anatomy could draw on both constructivist views regarding learning, particularly Vygotsky’s theory in working with learners at their zone of proximal development [20], and the behaviorist doctrines according to which learning happens only in the course of in situ observation, i.e., Bandura’s cognitive theory of social learning [21].
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Figure 4. Concept map of modern education in local conditions


